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Travel Report Tanzania in July / August 2020 
Responsible travel during the pandemic 

Journey conducted and documented by Ellen Spielberger, Founder and Managing Director Bush Legends GmbH 
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My conclusion: 
 
Travel again with the tour operator you trust! You have the chance to enjoy the safari of a lifetime. At the same time, you are 
making your contribution to confidence, hope and courage in our destination countries, all of which are Developing and 
Emerging Countries, where government support can hardly take place. Thereby, one thing is a given fact: Africa needs safari 
tourism more urgently than ever before and the absolute majority of the local partners I have seen and personally 
experienced during my Tanzania journey in the last 10 days are fully aware of their responsibility and are implementing the 
additional safety measures in the interest of the health of their guests and employees in an exemplary manner. 
 
Social Distancing can hardly be implemented better than on a safari or in a small boutique beach resort. The beach on 
Zanzibar is as exclusive and empty as rarely before. Currently would be absolute High Season, as in the Serengeti and Masai 
Mara the Great Migration takes place annually year at this time of the year until about September/October. Now is the best 
time for a spontaneous journey, as there are naturally short-notice availabilities. Even the World Heritage Site, the 
Ngorongoro Crater, currently offers an extremely exclusive safari experience, which would otherwise have been unthinkable 
in the Peak Season during the past years. With our report we would also like to encourage you to do a spontaneous journey. 
 
In addition, Tanzania, Kenya as well as Rwanda have as a destination the Safe Travels Certificate of the WTTC (World Travel & 
Tourism Council), see also https://wttc.org/COVID-19/Safe-Travels-Global-Protocols-Stamp 
 

     
 
Despite all the additional protective measures taken by the authorities as well as by our partners on site in Tanzania, we were 
more than surprised to find out on re-entry to Germany on Sunday, 10th August 2020, that at Frankfurt Airport, apparently 
every traveller from wherever in the world can still enter Germany uncontrolled in terms of Corona measures. We were given 
a form of the German Authorities at Doha Airport before boarding, which we had to fill out in duplicate per person. However, 
we were not asked to hand it in neither during the flight nor upon arrival in Germany. This once again underlines the 
disproportionate nature of the blanket travel warning in our country for most non-European countries. 
 
 
 

General 
 
I am pleased to say, that I am extremely happy and impressed about how our selected tourism partner companies on site in 
Tanzania are implementing the additional protection measures. 
 
Starting with the obligatory proof of a negative test on entry into the country for all travellers, a health form to be filled out 
and temperature control on entry, disinfectant dispensers and distance marks at airports, compulsory masks for our local 
drivers in closed vehicles, daily temperature measurements of guides and guests during the journey, additional hygiene 
measures in camps and compulsory masks for staff who come into contact with guests and in the kitchen anyway. At 
baggage handovers, the handles of the baggage are disinfected, hands are disinfected before entering the vehicle and the 
safari vehicle is also disinfected regularly. In addition, during the safari you spend most of the time outside with fresh air 
anyway. 
 

https://wttc.org/COVID-19/Safe-Travels-Global-Protocols-Stamp
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Cultural interaction does currently not take place due to purely precautionary measures taken by responsible companies. The 
staff of the tourism industry, such as guides, waiters, housekeeping, guest relation managers, etc. have usually taken a health 
course on Covid-19 preventive measures from the Red Cross and the Ministry of Health to be informed about necessary 
hygiene and additional protective measures for themselves and travellers. In addition, each tourism company has appointed a 
so-called Covid Liason Manager, with the responsibility to attend regular training courses and to implement checks and 
updates in the processes accordingly. 
 
If a traveller shows symptoms of Corona on site, the local agent or accommodation must report this to the local Health 
Authority and a PCR Test must be performed. For this purpose, special Health Centres have been set up in Arusha, Karatu and 
the Serengeti, for example, so that the doctor could even come to the accommodation accordingly. Tests must currently be 
sent to Arusha or Dar es Salaam for evaluation. The test result should usually be available after about 48 hours. In a positive 
tested case without any health problems, a 14-day quarantine in a freely selectable accommodation is mandatory. All 
accommodation I spoke to in this regard have a so-called isolation room available for this purpose. Should medical treatment 
be necessary due to Corona, Tanzania has established special clinics for this purpose. We recommend our clients to take out 
an international health insurance, which also covers Corona related cases, please also see our separate Hygiene Protocol in 
this regard. Our clients also have an obligatory temporary membership with Amref Flying Doctor Services. There are 
renowned hospitals in Arusha (Selian Lutheran Hospital) and Dar es Salaam (Aga Khan). 
 
 
 

Bush Legends Hygiene Protocol 
 
We have separately prepared our Hygiene Protocol for our clients, as to provide an overview and summary of all essential 
information, on which measures have been taken in general by our local partners. You also find information on important 
formalities that should be considered before your departure or which are necessary for entry into the destination country. We 
have also listed our recommendations based on the experience of our journey. 
 
Certainly, we gladly provide the Hygiene Protocols of our local partners for you to personally view, should you be interested. 
 
 
 

Live on Site | Flight with Qatar Airways 
 
At last! We are travelling to Tanzania to personally convince ourselves of the conditions on site and, as a responsible tour 
operator, to get our own impression of the implementation of the additional protection measures taken by our well selected 
local partners on site. 
 
Important before departure: Proof of a certified negative PCR Test in our luggage. We had this test done at the Centogene 
Test Centre at Frankfurt Airport. Our online visa application for Tanzania was also approved within 3 days. 
 
The borders of Tanzania are open again since 01.06.2020. Currently Qatar Airways, KLM, Emirates and Ethiopian Airlines fly to 
Tanzania. Our choice fell on Qatar Airways, who have wonderfully expanded their route network for our destination countries 
in Africa and offer pleasant transfer times. It was our first flight ever on Qatar Airways. 
 

          
 
Qatar Airways is one of the few global airlines that never stopped flying during the crisis. It is mandatory for passengers to 
wear a mask and face shield on board. The service is extremely courteous. There are blankets on board. Food is served in 
closed containers. It is about 6 hours flight from Frankfurt to Doha and about 5 hours flight from Doha to Kilimanjaro Airport. 
Connecting time in Doha is about 2 hours, an extremely clean and modern Airport. 
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Qatar Airways has further improved on-board safety measures for passengers and cabin crew and has introduced Personal 
Protective Equipment (PPE) for cabin crew, which includes gloves, mouth and nose protection, protection glasses and a new 
protective gown to be worn over the uniform. A modified service has also been introduced to reduce in-flight interactions 
between passengers and crew. 
 
On board, all Qatar Airways passengers receive a hygiene kit containing a disposable surgical face mask, large disposable 
powder-free gloves and an alcohol-based hand disinfectant gel. 
 
To ensure that travellers can plan their trip with a peace of mind, the airline has expanded its booking policies to offer 
passengers even more flexibility. The airline allows unlimited date changes. Passengers can also change their destination as 
often as necessary, if it is within 5,000 miles of their original destination. The airline does not charge fare differences for flights 
completed before 31.12.2020, after which the fare conditions apply. All tickets booked for travel up to 31.12.2020 are valid for 
two years from the date of issue. 
 
Our recommendation: Qatar Airways' Q-Suites, a Business Class that sets new standards. This Business Class is currently in 
use on the Frankfurt - Doha - Frankfurt route in the A350 or the Boeing 777 (subject to change). 
 
Qatar Airways has also expanded its route network in our destinations and now flies to Kigali and Nairobi in addition to 
Kilimanjaro Airport, Zanzibar and Dar es Salaam. Windhoek and Seychelles are scheduled to start this year in October. 
 
Qatar Airways' focus on sustainability also extends to its home Airport and hub, Hamad International Airport (HIA), which was 
recently voted 'third best airport in the world' and 'best airport in the Middle East' for the sixth year running. Plans were 
recently announced to expand capacity to more than 53 million passengers annually by 2022, further positioning the Airport 
as the Airport of choice in the region for savvy international travellers. The terminal building would be the first Airport in the 
MENA Region to achieve a 4-star rating under the Global Sustainability Assessment System (GSAS), which was developed to 
evaluate green buildings and infrastructure. The terminal is also going to be a LEED Silver-Certified Building that features a 
number of innovative energy efficiency measures. 
 
 
 

Live on Site | Arrival Kilimanjaro International Airport 
 
On arrival at Kilimanjaro International Airport, disinfectant dispensers are already available outside the Airport building. 
Distance markings on the floor are already in front of the building for the specially equipped 'Health Desk'. 
 
At the Health Desk, passengers had to present their negative test results and provide the completed health form, which had 
already been handed out in the aircraft. In addition, the temperature was measured and documented on the health form. 
 

             
 
We had processed our visa in advance and hence, were quickly through the entry formalities. Our luggage was already 
outside, so that we could directly leave the building, in front of which our guide was already waiting for us. 
 
Other guides, who were also waiting for guests outside, talked with each other at a distance and had masks on. 
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When we arrived at the safari vehicle, there was a welcome briefing from our guide, also explaining the additional protection 
measures. All door handles and seat belts are disinfected and there is disinfection gel in the vehicle. Before boarding the 
vehicle, the temperature is measured of the guide himself and the guests. During the transfers in closed vehicles, the guide 
wears a mask just like the guests. This is mandatory according to the SOPs (Standard Operating Procedures) of the Tanzanian 
Ministry of Health. 
 
Our local partner agency, like other tourism companies, has appointed a special Covid Liason Manager. He completed a 
health course, which was carried out in cooperation between the Ministry of Health and the Red Cross. He is responsible for 
passing on this knowledge within the team and incorporating appropriate measures into processes. 
 
 
 

Live on Site | The Katambuga House 
 
Since our arrival is early in the morning and our drive to our first safari station takes about 3 hours, we have planned our 
breakfast in Arusha. This way we can also meet with our colleague in charge of our office from our local partner agency as 
well as our local Guest Relations Manager for a detailed exchange. 
 
In order to keep the constant and intensive learning during the past 4½ months also whilst we are travelling, we get to see a 
new accommodation for us directly in Arusha - The Katambuga House, about 10 minutes drive from Arusha Airport and 
beautifully situated in the countryside. Small, with only 6 guest rooms, 2 of which have a connecting door, so that families are 
also perfectly accommodated here. 
 
At Katambuga House the service staff wear masks, although we have breakfast on the terrace in the fresh air. The owners of 
the lodge are Germans, who have been living in Tanzania for years and have already successfully set up several projects. 
 
Katambuga House is the perfect place to enjoy breakfast with the most beautiful birdsong after an early arrival. Lunch, dinner 
and day room use is also possible if the international departure is later in the evening. The meals are á la carte or as a menu 
with the corresponding flexibility. 
 
Other lodges that we regularly use for our clients in Arusha have their reopening scheduled for 01.08.2020 or later. 
Katambuga House has been open again for weeks and is equally committed to communicating the positive news from the 
private tourism industry to the outside world. 
 

       
 
 
 

Live on Site | Little Chem Chem 
 
On arrival at Little Chem Chem, a warm team awaits us - also wearing masks, although the reception is in the fresh air. We get 
the temperature measured and disinfectant for our hands is also provided. 
 
Arriving in Little Chem Chem felt great. An authentic atmosphere with lots of attention to detail. Our table was set. The view 
was wonderful and even zebras and wildebeests were waiting for us 😊 Our safari cinema started straight away... 
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What a dream to finally be on safari again after challenging 4½ months in the office... Every single breeze, the chirping of 
birds, the rustling of leaves, the smell, the 'Safari Radio' of wildebeests and zebras... for all those who already love safari - the 
perception is better than ever before... As our French Speaking Travel Agent Partners always say with passionate enthusiasm: 
'C'est manifique...' how true... 
 

       
 
We got our 'own waiter' for our stay. Our meals were all served in the open - nevertheless Little Chem Chem has a policy that 
staff wear masks when interacting with guests. 
 
Room service is also provided by one person only. Guests are also asked whether turn down service is desired or not. Zips on 
the 'tent door' and light switches in front of the tent are also disinfected. 
 
Our first action after our marvellous lunch at Little Chem Chem? Definitely - the outdoor shower... 
 
Also, our game drive is soo beautiful... As I said at the first dinner at our favourite Italian Restaurant in Wiesbaden after the 
lockdown: if going back to the restaurant already feels like a holiday, how is a holiday going to feel? In any case, our journey is 
for sure no holiday and yet, I have the feeling that I am slowly coming down from all the tension of the last months. I am 
already full of joy for our customers, who are lucky to enjoy their holidays here next week... 
 
In Little Chem Chem, guests have exclusive use of their safari vehicle anyway. Our guide answered all our questions so that 
we can get a comprehensive picture of the conditions on site. We are being told how it was here, when everything was shut 
down and also why the local people are grateful that their President did not implement a long lockdown like many other 
States, but used a different tactic to prevent a major hunger catastrophe in the country, since about 50% of the local 
population literally live from their hand to their mouth and thus earn their food from day to day, so that with such conditions a 
longer lockdown is simply not feasible. 
 
We also get current information from him about the Chem Chem Foundation, which is currently, besides other projects, 
financing 2 schools in the neighbourhood. All tourist activities with intercultural exchange are currently stopped in Tanzania, 
however if guests are interested, the guides provide all details and donations are naturally more than welcome. 
 
An excursion takes us to the Tarangire National Park. In the absolute High Season we are the only vehicle on arrival at the 
gate. Before entering we must disinfect our hands and, just like our guide, we get our temperature measured by the staff of 
Tanzania National Parks. Just 4 safari vehicles meet us en-route during the entire morning. 
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To experience safari more exclusive, is hardly possible. However, safari tourism in Africa urgently needs travellers again. 
Nature and Wildlife Conservation is financed 70-100% by tourism revenues. Tourism in Tanzania accounts for slightly more 
than 11% of the jobs in the country. In Tanzania alone, this affects over 1.5 million people with jobs in tourism. who earn the 
lifelihood for their families. 
 
The private Chem Chem Reserve offers the discerning traveller an exclusive safari experience. You can look forward to 
comfort, an authentic safari experience, culinary highlights, an extremely courteous team and excellent guiding. The warm 
smiles of the proud staff can also be assumed through their masks... 
 
And what would a nice safari be without surprises? The surprises for us are certainly very well done, a picturesque sunset 
with classic sundowner drinks and a very stylish 'mobile bar' in the middle of the beautiful wilderness. The icing on the cake 
was our Baobab Bush Dinner, excellent cuisine, unique atmosphere and the most amazing bar in a converted safari vehicle 
I've ever seen... and even in accordance with the Corona rules, because the bar opens purely for private use... definitely a 
possible highlight for your next birthday in the wilderness, if you're still looking for a suitable location... And by the way, the 
back of the bar is the kitchen for the fabulous chefs of Chem Chem, who spoilt us deliciously... 
 

       
 
Are you dreaming of safari? Make this dream come true! We are glad to assist with recommendations and organising your 
journey! 
 
 
 

Live on Site | Gibbs Farm 
 
Our journey continues today to Karatu near the impressive Ngorongoro Crater. The driver from our local agency is meeting us 
at the gate of the Wildlife Management Area. Here too, our luggage is disinfected on delivery at all carrying handles, the 
temperature is measured and our hands are disinfected before boarding. Our journey takes place in a closed vehicle, 
accordingly masks are worn. Also, on arrival at Gibbs Farm our temperature is measured and our luggage is disinfected again 
before handing over. 
 

     
 
A stay at Gibbs Farm is almost like a farm holiday, just in exotic Tanzania. Impressive are the 12 ha of coffee plantations and 
the cultivation of fruits, vegetables, herbs and flowers. There is also a pig and milk farm here. Sustainability plays an important 
role. The huge swimming pool is brand new. 
 
In the afternoon we take a short tour of the farm with its vegetable fields, fruits and coffee bushes. For the first time, I see the 
flowers of a passion fruit. We also do a little detour to the 'farm', where, to the delight of my daughter, there are little rabbits, a 
goat is about to give birth to her young, cows run free, the sows lie lazy in their open stable and chicken and geese cluck 
loudly around - a dream for every city child. 
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We are looking forward to the next day, as we have planned an excursion into the Ngorongoro Crater. I have seen the Crater 
at different times in the last 25 years. This time it was most impressive. Not only that we already had an amazing view into the 
Crater from the edge of the Crater and were only the 7th vehicle when we entered the Crater around 9 am - we also had the 
Crater in the absolute High Season literally for us alone, in the years before even in the Low Season hardly imaginable. 
 

     
 
We were welcomed by Flamingo Flocks, also some Lesser Flamingos, which shone in absolute pink. It was windy and the 
Crater Lake had so much water as rarely before and even real swell. Accordingly, the hippos sat outside to soak the sun. We 
also saw lions, buffalos, zebras and different antelopes, very rarely also a safari vehicle and this even with reduced roads in 
the Crater, since some roads were not passable due to the amount of rain in the rainy season. The rhinos hid themselves so 
well that we did not find them. 
 
Gibbs Farm is located at Karatu in the middle of coffee plantations. The drive to the first gate for the Ngorongoro Crater takes 
about 40 minutes, the drive into the Crater about 2 hours. Ngorongoro Crater is a nature reserve with a high predator density. 
There are also some black rhinos, whose population was over 100 in the 1960s. 
 
 
 

Live on Site | Serengeti Bushtops Camp 
 
Longing place Serengeti! - Now: Safari of a Lifetime! 
 
What a warm welcome at Kogatende Airstrip, in the very north of the Serengeti. Our guides Deus and John are waiting for us 
with a warm smile, which can be recognised even through the mask! Snacks and drinks are also available for us, lovingly 
arranged on a small table in the shade. Certainly, all hygiene measures are taken into account, our hands are disinfected, all 
handles, armrests and boards on the safari vehicle are disinfected as well. 
 

          
 
To receive reduced National Park fees for children, it is obligatory to show the passport to the Park Authorities upon entry into 
the National Park. Here too, Bushtops Camps have come up with a rule, whereby the passport is openly slid into a transparent 
cover so that it is not exposed to unnecessary contact in the National Parks office. 
 
At the Airstrip we are pleased to see that there are already tourist movements here. There are 8 more safari vehicles here, 
which either pick up guests or take them to the airstrip. In Serengeti Bushtops Camp we are the first and only guests. 
 
What a dream to feel the fresh safari breeze on the vehicle again and to see the vastness of the Serengeti. Giraffes, elephants, 
impala, gazelles, zebra, wildebeest, topi - we even see a huge herd of buffalo. 
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In the camp we are welcomed with joy and warmth - as well as the already accustomed temperature check on arrival. This 
time carried out by the longstanding Camp Manager Mr. Pantaleo, who, like many others in his team, has been putting the 
well-being of the guests first and foremost since the opening of the camp 10 years ago. Here too, we notice from the very 
beginning that the Hygiene Protocol is strictly followed, and new procedures have been thought out so that we feel in 
responsible hands. We are asked whether we want full service from the Tent Steward, half service or no service at all. This is 
also a new way of dealing with the different needs of guests with the new conditions and rules. 
 

          
 
Our lunch is a dream - anyway à la carte as always before and extremely tasty. Not to mention our view into the open 
vastness of the Serengeti. Here, too, we sit in the fresh air. Nevertheless, according to the Hygiene Protocol of Bushtops 
Camps, both, service staff and the entire team wear masks. Guests are free to wear a mask, as here, everything is arranged 
outside anyway and with lots of space. 
 
Our small safari drive in the afternoon ends at Simba Rock for a sundowner. A surprise for us from the team and for sure an 
absolute sundowner highlight... 
 
The following day we drive with our excellent and highly motivated guide team further north to the Mara River. The name of 
our guide (Deus) does justice to his commitment... 
 
... as the safari luck is completely on our side... we see the first herds as well as a crossing, for which we don't even have to 
wait 15 minutes - a unique and most impressive experience. And what a concert, the wildebeests chorus have rarely sounded 
more beautiful... and the running herds look endless in both directions. 
 
Teenager happiness in full ... to the enormous joy of my youngest daughter, who accompanied me on this journey, the big 
bathtub on the terrace was filled, a little foam, a fresh cocktail and 'time to chill' ... she absolutely deserved it, as on this 
journey she comes to the conclusion that these kind of journeys are cool, yes, however can by no means be called a holiday ... 
😊 as always in life: experience is better than being told... 
 

          
 
Visiting the nearby school, which is financially supported by Serengeti Bushtops, is currently not possible for guests. However, 
the guides inform about these projects with great enthusiasm. 
 
Massages are continued to be offered as an optional at the camp and of course, under consideration of the corresponding 
additional protective measures which Bushtops Camps responsibly implements in co-operation with the guidelines of the 
Amani Spa Group Africa. During the treatment you can also enjoy the fresh Serengeti breeze, as the massages take place in 
the open house tent - a magic pampering programme. 
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The next surprise is waiting for us for our dinner - pure romance - petroleum lanterns are hanging in the tree and we have an 
elegant 5-course dinner under the starry sky of the Serengeti, protected by extremely friendly and cheerful night watchmen. 
Serengeti Bushtops is for sure a perfect choice for those gourmets who also like to be pampered on safari. 
 
A beautiful morning with clear fresh air awaits us and it is already time to say goodbye. The team of currently 15 employees is 
warmly waving us Goodbye. We feel the hope of all of them that our experiences and our enthusiasm are going to spread as 
quickly as possible, so that people in our countries dare to travel to Africa again and consciously hopefully also realise this 
great opportunity at short notice. 
 
In any case, we can recommend this with the best conscience. Now is the perfect time to enjoy the safari of a lifetime. We 
gladly arrange your safari with the greatest pleasure. You find an exemplary tour with our Tanzania Unlocked. 
 
 
 

Live on Site | The Aiyana on Pemba Island 
 
From the Serengeti we fly to Pemba Island. For both, the pilot and passengers it is mandatory to wear masks during the entire 
flight. Before boarding, the seat backs, seats and belts are disinfected, as well as the railing for the stairs into the plane. In 
addition, each passenger must disinfect their hands before boarding. 
 
Change of aircraft in Arusha. Once here, all passengers must pass the Health Service Centre in front of the Airport building for 
temperature measurement and hand disinfection. 
 

          
 
Pemba Island is located about 20 minutes flight northeast of Zanzibar. Pemba is about 100 km long and at its widest point 
about 50 km wide. From the Airport it is an about 90 minutes vehicle transfer over this idyllic island, which looks like how I 
imagine Zanzibar about 50 years ago. Agriculture is the most important good of the island, everywhere you see cultivated 
fields and people at work. Rice fields, cassava and sweet potatoes are cultivated here as well as cloves and many other fruits 
and vegetables. 
 
One feels directly invited to relax, when arriving in the far north of Pemba Island and enjoying the view of the turquoise 
shimmering sea. 
 
After the owner of The Aiyana discovered this wonderful piece of land more than 11 years ago, he decided to build his own 
small resort here. His goal was also to involve the local people of Pemba Island to the maximum extent possible and to create 
local jobs. 
 
It therefore took 8 years until The Aiyana was built and opened its doors for tourism 3 years ago. Since then, 100,000 plants 
have been planted in this idyllic Garden Eden. 
 
It is a small beach of about 450 m length directly in front of the resort with 30 villas, each of which faces towards the sea. 
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Those who like simple elegance should really feel comfortable at The Aiyana. This small beach resort is managed by a 
professional who was involved in the development and construction of One&Only Saint Geran, Reethi Rah and Royal Mirage 
as well as other prestige projects many years ago. All employees of the small boutique resort are locals, who are constantly 
being trained in the hotel and contribute to the relaxed atmosphere of the hotel with their natural smiles and friendly manner. 
 
The trip to the sandbank in the north, which is visible at low tide, is definitely an experience - at the moment you may have the 
sandbank all to yourself... Pemba Island is also known as a paradise for diving, snorkelling and fishing. 
 

      
 
The Aiyana also presents itself fresh and uncomplicated on the culinary side... freshly caught fish, freshly harvested 
vegetables and salad either from the hotel's own garden or from the neighbouring farmers - there's hardly a tastier and 
healthier way to eat. Here time stands still, here you can forget the daily routine and switch off completely... 
 
 
 

Live on Site | White Sand Luxury Villas & Spa on Zanzibar 
 
Our return flight with Qatar Airways is directly from Zanzibar, so we spend our last day on the east coast at the White Sand 
Luxury Villas & Spa. 
 
How nice it is to be back here, although I would of course wish for other reasons. Only 9 months ago I could last convince 
myself of this beautiful small boutique hotel with only 11 spacious villas. It is and remains my absolute favourite on the island. 
 

          
 
All Hygiene Protocols of WHO and Relais Chateaux are responsibly implemented here. The procedures have been adapted 
so that the guests still have the beach holiday of a lifetime. Each villa has a Room Steward, who takes care of all matters, 
takes orders for meals and books the desired spa appointments and activities. All relevant information such as the Spa Menu, 
Restaurant Menu and activities are available electronically upon arrival via WhatsApp or email after consultation with the 
guests. 
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The villas are spacious anyway and each has a separate lounge and private garden with pool and hammock. Meals can be 
taken in the absolute privacy of the villa, in the Barefoot Luxury Beach Restaurant or in the main restaurant of the Boutique 
Resort. For dinners, the Champagne Rooftop Bar offers a sensational ambience and view. 
 
The small Boutique Resort is located directly on the idyllic white sandy beach of Paje. With the tropical garden, which extends 
over the entire resort, you can experience the varied and beautiful nature of the spice island Zanzibar. 
 
The villas are divided into 3 categories. One-Bedroom Villas each have their own beach access. Two-Bedroom Villas have a 
second en-suite bedroom on the upper floor, which is accessed via an external staircase and offers an additional terrace 
facing the sea. The Presidential Villa has five bedrooms, four of which have en-suite bathrooms. For romantics there is also an 
outdoor bathtub, which is the perfect complement to the outdoor shower on safari... 
 

         
 
And gourmets are also in the best of hands here. Freshly caught fish and uniquely exotic mixtures of the island's aromatic 
spices are combined in classic dishes. A dream... complemented by a beautiful wine list. 
 
Although White Sand Luxury Villas & Spa is already enjoying increasing occupancy, there is still free capacity, even for 
spontaneous arrivals. Especially at the current time a fresh wind is blowing, so it is a paradise for kite surfers. White Sand has 
its own Kite Surf School in the Boutique Resort. 
 
With the current flight schedule of Qatar Airways, you could also fly to Zanzibar for a pure beach holiday. Departures from 
Frankfurt and Munich are currently daily, both as night flights. Departures from Berlin are 5 times a week. Also, for return from 
Zanzibar the flight is a night flight. Qatar Airways proves to be a reliable airline with flexible booking conditions, should flights 
have to be rebooked due to Corona related reasons. 
 

         
 
Qatar Airways also offers a perfectly coordinated flight schedule in combination for safari and beach, now also to Kigali and 
Nairobi, so that gorilla trekking in combination is also perfectly feasible. 
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Contact us, we are happy to organise your dream holiday with a great sense of responsibility and in close cooperation with 
our long-standing and equally responsible business partners on site. 
 

  Yours sincerely, Ellen Spielberger 
 
 
 

Here are just a few of our local colleagues in Tanzania, who have made their contribution to the success 
of our journey and who are looking forward to welcoming you very soon … 
 

            
 

            
 
 

Travel more consciously. Travel with Bush Legends. 


